Congressional Budget Office
Panel of Health Advisers’ Meeting

Friday September 15, 2017

8:50 – 9:20  Continental Breakfast
9:20 – 9:30  Opening Remarks
9:30 – 10:45  Baseline Projections of Health Insurance Coverage
              Jessica Banthin (CBO)
              Paul Spitalnic (CMS, Chief Actuary)
              Discussion with the Panel
10:45 – 11:00  Break
11:00 – 12:15  Issues in Modeling Health Insurance Coverage
              Alex Minicozzi (CBO) – Effect of the individual mandate on coverage
              Linda Blumberg (Urban Institute) - Discussion
              Joe Antos (American Enterprise Institute) – Discussion
              Discussion with the Panel
12:15 – 12:45  Break & Pick Up Lunch
12:45 – 1:30  Working Lunch: Open Discussion of Issues Raised by the Panel
1:30 – 3:00  Prescription Drugs: Spending and Emerging Issues
              Murray Aitken (QuintilesIMS Institute)
              Alan Lotvin (CVS Caremark)
              David Ridley (Duke University)
              Discussion with the Panel
3:00-3:10  Wrap-up
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